The #1 legal news source*

Law360 delivers the breaking news and analysis you need to stay current and competitive in your practice.

2+ MILLION LEGAL PROFESSIONALS RELY ON LAW360 EVERY DAY

Know the facts

Pivotal changes happen every day in law. Law360 puts you at the center of fast-moving issues, trends and developments across all major practice areas, industries and regions so you’ll know the facts and stay prepared.

Stay ahead of the curve

Stay current on legal issues, monitor litigation and regulations, safeguard clients and make competitive moves.

Access exclusive legal insights, real-time news alerts and daily newsletters tailored to your practice and delivered to your inbox.

Act with confidence

When the facts come from sources you trust, you can act with speed and confidence.

More than 200 stories come out of our newsroom every day—each one proven to upholding the highest standards of credibility, reliability, truth and transparency in legal news.**

Activate your free 7-day trial today at law360.com

*Based on information provided in the ABA Profile of the Legal Profession Report as of October 2021.

**Based on an analysis conducted by Ad Fontes Media as of October 2021.
Build your book of business

Stay on top of issues, make informed business decisions and stay ahead of the competition with Law360 Pulse. It combines the award-winning journalism and transparency of Law360 with powerful data and analytics from LexisNexis to deliver unparalleled business of law coverage and the industry intelligence you need to stay current, track client news and grow your business.

Follow the biggest news out of the courts, law firms, companies and states, as well as the issues, challenges and trends shaping the legal industry:

- Mergers and acquisitions, office openings and practice news
- Leadership changes, new appointments and lateral moves
- Law firm finances, compensation and reputation
- Government regulation and ethics
- Complaints and decisions in notable cases such as class actions
- Major rulings out of state and federal appellate courts

Advise clients with authority

Enhance your Law360 subscription with deeper news coverage and insights from the Law360 Authority offering. Designed to strengthen your analysis, it combines the speed and quality of Law360 with the experience of dedicated reporters whose depth of expertise turns news into insights, so you can turn insights into action.

- Customize your daily newsletter to combine all the information you need, in the order and layout you need it
- Set up case alerts so you can be ready to act with speed and confidence
- Track docket activity for key cases
- Access more than 2.6 million federal cases on law360.com with 1-click

TAX AUTHORITY

Extensive coverage of federal, state & local, and international tax developments, including legislation, regulation and enforcement, executive actions, and litigation.

REAL ESTATE AUTHORITY

Thorough coverage of commercial and residential real estate key cases, policies, deals and trends.

EMPLOYMENT AUTHORITY

In-depth coverage of discrimination, wage and hour, and labor developments.

INSURANCE AUTHORITY

Comprehensive coverage and analysis in property, general liability, and specialty line insurance.